Criminology

This bibliography is intended as a guide to selected course related reference materials in Criminology. For information on resources in Sociology, Law and Psychology, consult separate Library Guides.

ABSTRACTS AND INDEXES

**Criminal Justice Abstracts.** [Web Access]
Database which indexes articles, books, essays, dissertations, reports, and studies on all aspects of criminal justice. Please see the Library’s Databases page for access:
http://www.library.carleton.ca/eresources/databases.html

**Sociological Abstracts.** [Web Access]
Database containing citations with abstracts of journal articles, books, book reviews, dissertations, and conference papers on all areas of sociology, including criminology and social policy, from 1963 to the present. Please see the Library’s Databases page for access:
http://www.library.carleton.ca/eresources/databases.html

**Social Sciences Citation Index** [Web Access]
Can be searched by author or subject, or by whoever has cited a particular author and/or paper. Covers 1956 to the present. Combined with the databases of the *Arts and Humanities Citation Index* and the *Science Citation Index* in the *Web of Science*, and searchable separately. Please see the Library’s Databases page for access:
http://www.library.carleton.ca/eresources/databases.html

**PsycInfo** [Web Access]
Database containing citations with abstracts of journal articles, books, and book chapters in all areas of psychology and the behavioural sciences, including criminal behaviour and deviance, from 1872 to the present. Please see the Library’s Databases page for access:
http://www.library.carleton.ca/eresources/databases.html
For relevant subject headings refer to the *Thesaurus of Psychological Indexing Terms* REF BF31.T54 2001, or online thesaurus.

**Lexis-Nexis Academic Universe-Canada.** [Web Access]
 Provides full-text access to law journals, as well as legislation, case law, news, and business information. While primarily American in focus, includes some Canadian and foreign material. Please see the Library’s Databases page for access:
http://www.library.carleton.ca/eresources/databases.html

**Index to Canadian Legal Periodical Literature.**
Montreal, Canadian Association of Law Libraries. 1961/70-
Quarterly with 5 and 10 year cumulations: each issue within a year is cumulative. Indexes Canadian periodicals and collections of essays by author and subject.
REF KE8.I5

**Canadian Current Law: Canadian Legal Literature.**
Toronto, Carswell. 1991-
Title and call number vary slightly. An index and bibliography of English and French Canadian legal literature.
REF KE173.C34582

**Canadian Newsstand.** [Web Access]
Database that contains the full text of articles, columns, and features from Gazette (Montreal), Ottawa Citizen, Toronto Star, Toronto Sun, the Daily News (Halifax), the Spectator (Hamilton), Calgary Herald, Edmonton Journal, Province (Vancouver), Vancouver Sun, National/Financial Post, Charlottetown Guardian, St. John's Telegram, Victoria Times Colonist and verbatim transcripts of national news broadcasts (CBC and CTV) and selected current affairs programs. Covers 1994 to the present. Please see the Library’s Databases page for access:
http://www.library.carleton.ca/eresources/databases.html

**Virtual News Library.** [Web Access]
http://www.library.carleton.ca/eresources/databases.html
**Factiva.** [Web Access]
Full-text newspaper database that also contains business information. Includes Canadian as well as American and foreign newspaper titles. Please see the Library’s Databases page for access:
http://www.library.carleton.ca/eresources/databases.html

**CPI-Q (Canadian Periodical Index)** [Web Access]
Database that contains citations on all topics to essays, articles, short stories, and book reviews in more than 400 English and French language journals published in or providing significant coverage of Canada. Covers 1988 to the present. Approximately 160 of the journals are provided in ASCII full text, including most of the Globe and Mail. For earlier references consult Canadian Periodical Index in print REF AI3.C241. Please see the Library’s Databases page for access:
http://www.library.carleton.ca/eresources/databases.html.

**CURRENT RESEARCH**

*Advances in Criminological Theory.* New Brunswick, N.J., Transaction. v.1- 1989- Annual. Features articles on theoretical developments in criminology and criminal justice that are rooted in empirical observation or derived inductively. In addition to the theories themselves, topics include perspectives of sociology, history, criminal behaviour, corporate crime, homicide, alcoholism, and delinquency.
HV6018.A39

*Crime and Justice: A Review of Research.* Chicago, Ill., University of Chicago Press. v.1-1979- Annual. Includes state-of-the-art review essays with a broad, cross-disciplinary overview of criminal justice topics such as sentencing, corrections, victimization, justice policy, and social factors such as race and gender.
HV6001.C674

*Studies in Law, Politics and Society.* Greenwich, Ct., JAI Press. v. 10- 1990- Annual. Provides new theoretical and interdisciplinary perspectives on traditional problems such as crime, policing, family rights, citizenship, and governance. Addresses sociology of law, political concerns, legal theory, and comparative interests.
K23.T84


**CATALOGUE SUBJECT HEADINGS**

Find books in the Library Catalogue searching by Subject with the following suggested headings:

CRIME
CRIMINAL JUSTICE, ADMINISTRATION OF CRIMINOLOGY
CORRECTIONS
LAW ENFORCEMENT
POLICING
PRISONS
COMMUNITY POLICING
CRIMINALS
VICTIMS OF CRIME
JUVENILE DELINQUENCY
DEViant BEHAVIOR
VIOLent CRIME
FEMALE OFFENDERS
WOMEN--CRimes AGAINST
SEX CRIMES
SUCIde
WHITE COLLAR CRIME
ALCOHOLISM AND CRIME

For current terms and concepts use the Keywords option in the Library Catalogue:

YOUNG and OFFENDERS (DATE or ACQUAINTANCE) and RAPE

**DICTIONARIES AND ENCYCLOPEDIAS**

REF HV7411.D53

REF HV8694.G76

REF HV9304.W54 1996

REF HV9471.E425

REF HV7901.E53 1995

4 v.
REF HV5804.E53 2001


REF KF242.C72D44


REF HV6431.B562 2002


RSV HV6025.O87


REF HV6710.T48 1997


REF HV6441.R9


REF HV6561.H337


REF HV6570.K55

BIBLIOGRAPHIES


REF HV6017 Bibl.B43


REF HV9950 Bibl.S35


REF HV6626 Bibl.N67


REF HV6046 Bibl.O84

Spencer, Charmaine. Abuse and Neglect of Older Adults in Community Settings; An Annotated Bibliography. Vancouver, Gerontology Research Centre, Simon Fraser University, 1996.

REF HV6626.3 Bibl.A28

Matthews, Catherine J. Racism in the Criminal Justice System; A Bibliography. Toronto, University of Toronto, Centre of Criminology, 1995.

REF HV7411 Bibl.M37

Native North Americans: Crime, Conflict and Criminal Justice. Burnaby, B.C.

Latest edition only.

REF KE7701.G76
REF HV6626.7 Bibl .V56

Acquaintance and Date Rape; An Annotated Bibliography. Westport, Conn., Greenwood, 1994.
REF HV6561 Bibl .A25

REF HV6250.4.A34E55

REF HV6431 Bibl .P78

REF HV6431.M4992 2002

REF HV6431.M499

REF HV6431.M498

HV6431 Bibl .L342

HV6431 Bibl .L338

KE8813.A1S6

REF HV6807 Bibl .R67

DIRECTORIES

Library keeps latest edition only.
REF KE376.A65D5

REF HV6024.5.S25 1995

REF HV9307.J6i54

REF HV6431.R67

GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS

Government documents are official publications issued under the authority of a government or international intergovernmental organization. Most of the government documents in the Library are located in the DOCUMENTS collection in the Maps, Data, and Government Information Centre (MADGIC). The DOC Collection includes material in print, electronic and microform formats.

Collection Scope

This separate collection is of particular importance for the study of Criminology. Government reports are available on a wide range of subjects such as: demography, deviance, young offenders, corrections, restorative justice, policing and white collar crime. More precise illustration of the extent and variety of the material is provided by the following list of sources:

- **Statistical Data.** Sources of particular importance are: Statistics Canada publications in general and the censuses in particular: censuses of Canada; provinces; and territories. Full censuses have been taken every ten years since 1851 and Interim censuses have been taken every ten years since 1956. The census tract series – individual reports on the larger urban communities and metropolitan areas – began with the 1951 census.

  Statistics Canada. Canadian Social Trends. Ottawa, 1986-


  Further information on the products and services of Statistics Canada can be found through the Internet at [http://www.statcan.ca](http://www.statcan.ca)

- **Annual Reports, Policy Papers and Research Reports issued by Departments or Agencies.** e.g. Canada. Dept. of the Solicitor General; Canada, National Parole Board; the Correctional Service of Canada; and the Royal Canadian Mounted Police.

- **Periodicals issued with a view to informing the specialist,** e.g. Forum on Correctional Research. Ottawa. 1989-
• Legislative documents such as debates, proceedings and reports of committees, and studies and reports of Royal Commissions and commissions of inquiry, e.g. Evidence: Standing Committee on Justice and Human Rights; Commission of Inquiry into Certain Events at the Prison for Women in Kingston; British Columbia. Policing in British Columbia Commission of Inquiry.

Collection Access

The Documents collection does not circulate but is available for consultation whenever the Library is open. For more information and help using this collection ask at the Information Desk in MADGIC or visit the Web site at: http://www.library.carleton.ca/madgic.docs

The Data Centre

The Data Centre is part of the Maps, Data and Government Information Centre (MADGIC). Its primary objective is to make available data accessible to faculty and students and to facilitate and encourage research in the social sciences. The Centre also functions as a consulting facility for data analysis and selected aspects of survey research such as questionnaire design, question wording, the development of coding schemes and codebook construction. The Centre assists users to obtain documentation and data held by other institutions. Holdings of the Data Centre consist chiefly of machine-readable data and related documentation. In addition, the Centre has access to extensive catalogues of data held at most data libraries and archives in North America, Australia, and Western Europe.

Machine-readable holdings are all on-line and include Canadian Gallup Poll surveys (from 1945 to 1988) and the POLLARA opinion polls (1990-1998). The Centre also houses and disseminates the Canadian data from the International Social Science Project (ISSP) which are collected by the University’s Survey Centre. Other Canadian data sets that might be of special interest to the Criminology community include:

• 1986, 1991 and 1996 Census profiles on CD-ROM
• CANSIM
• Canadian Alcohol and Drug Survey, 1994
• Male-Female Dating Relationships in Canadian Universities and Colleges, 1993
• Drinking and Driving Survey, 1988
• General Social Surveys cycles 1 through 9 covering topics such as health, social support, education and work, time-use and personal risk.
• National Alcohol and Other Drugs Survey, 1989
• National Longitudinal Survey of Children and Youth, 1996

• School Leavers’ Survey
• Violence Against Women Survey, 1993

As well the Library has joined the Inter-University Consortium for Political and Social Research which provides access to a wide variety of international data.

For more information and help using this collection visit the Data Centre Service Desk, call 520-2600 x2619, email Ssdata@ccs.carleton.ca or access Web site at http://www.carleton.ca/~ssdata/